ABSTRACT In this paper, we investigated the relationships between EEG and semantic long-term memory retrieval using spectral analysis and functional connectivity. We employed an EEG data set from a previous study, which was recorded from 34 healthy participants during a memory retrieval process. The data set consists of EEG collected during two tasks, a learning task, in which participants studied animated learning material, and a memory recall task, in which they recalled the learned information. We analyzed both EEG signals and behavioral responses. We conducted spectral analyses for the absolute power and relative power of EEG frequency bands, EEG coherence, absolute phase delay, and EEG amplitude asymmetry features. The delta-band EEG and theta-band absolute power were negatively correlated with task performance at frontal regions, while the alpha-band activity was positively correlated in frontal regions and negatively correlated in parietal and temporal sites. High-beta in the frontal lobe was positively correlated with memory recall score. EEG coherence was negatively correlated in the delta band at the fronto-parietal and frontocentral sites, and positively correlated in the gamma band at widespread regions, including all lobes. EEG phase delay showed the highest degree of connectivity in the delta and alpha bands at frontal sites, and was negatively correlated with memory recall score. The negative correlation in phase delay demonstrated the synchronization and positive correlation reflected the de-synchronization of electrode pairs during memory recollection in the delta and alpha frequencies. We concluded that neuronal networks producing low EEG frequencies at frontal regions and those producing high frequencies in widespread regions are active during the memory recollection process. Thus, semantic memory storage involves widespread neuronal networks across the brain.
I. INTRODUCTION
Semantic memory stores information about the features that are used to identify concepts and facilitate effective retrieval of information. Thus, semantic memory is used when thinking and using language [1] . Before neuroimaging modalities, psychologists assessed memory ability in a subjective way, i.e., via behavioral responses or through investigations of patients with brain injuries. Those previous studies investigated memory ability in both hemispheres, but mostly in the left-hemisphere (LH), which is functionally associated with semantic memory processes. For instance, patients with left-hemisphere (LH) brain injuries often have difficulty retrieving information [2] . Neuroimaging modalities such as EEG and FMRI have made it much easier to explore the underlying neural mechanisms of memorization.
Several studies have investigated the relationship between cognitive function and memory in different brain regions, and have reported that the frontal lobe is associated with working memory or short-term memory (STM) processes [3] . Additionally, a strong association has been found between attentional memory processes and the thalamus [4] , and the processes by which experiences are transferred into memories are associated with the hippocampus [5] . A number of studies have investigated the conceptual and physical modalities of semantic memory retention and retrieval [6] - [10] . Although several of the anatomical and neurophysiological mechanisms of semantic memory retention and retrieval have been characterized, many details are unclear.
EEG is a neuroimaging technique in which electrical brain activity is detected using electrodes placed over the scalp. In this study, we used EEG to investigate the correlations between different measures of neural dynamics and functional brain state. The correlations between semantic memory retrieval and EEG features have been investigated in numerous previous studies. For instance, theta-band power has been found to increase during different working memory retrieval tasks [11] . Increased beta and alpha activity have also been found during episodic memory retrieval [11] . Generally, alpha and beta activity are known to decrease while theta and gamma activity increase during long-term memory (LTM) retrieval for different types of information (words, shapes, color, numbers, etc.) [12] , [13] . In addition, EEG functional brain network analyses have been associated with cognitive processes.
Functional connectivity (FC) is the measure of brain networks without any informative flow, and can be expressed in terms of coherence, absolute phase delay, and EEG amplitude asymmetry. These EEG measurements can relate to brain network properties in specific brain regions during different memory processes. EEG coherence is a measure of the relationship between two different pairs of signals in a particular frequency band. EEG coherence between different brain regions has been examined during different memory retrieval tasks [14] . For example, increased theta and decreased alpha coherence have been observed during working memory tasks [15] . Additionally, a positive correlation has been found between theta-band EEG coherence and performance on a working memory retrieval task [16] and between delta, theta-, beta-and gamma-band EEG coherence and memory retrieval task performance (word retrieval) [16] . Correlations between coherence and learning and memory processes have been investigated, revealing that EEG gammaband is highly correlated with performance on a learning task. In addition to coherence, phase delay has been studied as a measure of the FC between different brain regions in multiple frequency bands during memory retrieval processes. EEG phase delay is a measurement of the time variation between two EEG time series. The correlation between absolute EEG phase delay and memory retrieval has received minimal attention compared with other EEG measures. However, one study found a positive correlation between gamma-and delta-band EEG and memory retrieval task performance [17] . Another study reported that increases in alpha and theta phase delay correlated with memory recognition task performance [18] . Increases in theta phase delay have also been reported with respect to short-term memory [19] . Furthermore, several studies have investigated the correlation between EEG amplitude asymmetry and semantic memory retrieval. Indeed, there appears to be asymmetrical involvement of the LH and RH during different memory processes [20] . For instance, the LH appears to dominate encoding and retrieval processes that involve verbal information, while the RH dominates these processes for non-verbal information [21] . One study investigated different frequency bands (theta, alpha, and gamma) during a visuospatial long-term-episodic memory task. The authors reported that both the frontal and parietal areas were active during encoding and retrieval [22] .
Most previous studies have focused on working memory or event-related memory tasks. The associations between spontaneous EEG parameters during long-term memory are still unclear. In this study, we used EEG data to explore the important factors and brain regions related to long-term memory and retrieval. The initial results of this experiment were presented in conferences [23] , [24] ; this paper extends the study to provide through analyses, including EEG absolute power, relative power, coherence, phase delay, and amplitude asymmetry in six frequency bands to quantify the association between semantic long-term memory (LTM) retrieval and brain activity in different brain regions. This work could provide the basis for a quantitative EEG-based memory assessment system in the future.
II. METHODOLOGY A. PARTICIPANTS AND ETHICS APPROVAL
The EEG data were taken from a previous study [25] . Please see for more details regarding the experimental procedure. The protocol of the EEG experiment was approved by the Ethics Coordination Committee at Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS, Malaysia. A total of 34 healthy participants aged 20-30 (23.72 ± 2.79) years were recruited. All signed an informed consent document prior to beginning the trials. All participants were free of medication, had no neurological disorders that could have affected the experimental results, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The study was advertised in the e-learning web portal of Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS and also via ads on the student notice boards in the dormitory and cafeteria.
B. EXPERIMENTAL TASK
Here, we describe the two main experimental tasks conducted in the previous study, which supplied the data for this study [25] . They included a learning task and a retrieval task. In the learning task, the participants were exposed to 10-minute animated educational videos covering science concepts of human anatomy and physiology. The participants watched the videos three times in total. They verified that they had no background knowledge about the contents of the video [25] . The retrieval task consisted of 20 multiplechoice questions (MCQs) related to the learning contents. Fig. 1 shows a sample MCQ. After each question, participants received feedback about whether their answer was correct or incorrect.
Each question consisted of a statement with missing information and four choices. The maximum time given to answer each MCQ was 30 seconds. There were no breaks between the questions, except for an inter-trial-interval (duration between two continuous question) of 1 s.
C. PROCEDURE
Each participant completed the experiment individually. They were seated in a partially sound-attenuated EEG experiment room, and briefed about the experimental tasks. The experiment was conducted between 8 am and 12 pm. First, each participant was fitted with a 128-channel EEG cap (EGI Inc., USA) and EEG was recorded in eyes open with EGI's Net Station 4.5 software. Then the participants viewed the video three times. After the participants finished the learning task, i.e., viewing the video, they waited for 30 minutes (retention time) and were then asked to complete the recall task. During the retention time, the participants were engaged in conversation about his/her daily activities while the experimenter checked the EEG sensors to ensure that the impedance was below the recommended threshold of 50 k . Once the impendence levels of all of the sensors were confirmed, the participants performed a visual object detection (data not used in this study). The participants were asked not to sleep or mentally rehearse the learned information during the retention task.
In the MCQ recall task, participants were asked to choose the correct answer by pressing a button from 1 to 4 on a keyboard connected to a DELL laptop, which recorded participant response times using E-Prime Software. The video and recall tasks were presented on a 42-inch (∼106.68 cm) TV screen, and the distance between the eyes of the participant and the screen was 1.5 meters.
D. DATA ANALYSIS
EEG Preprocessing: Raw EEG data were filtered using an IIR filter (0.5-48 Hz, roll off 12 dB per octave). Artifacts such as eye movement, eye blink, muscle artifact, and contamination due to bad channels were detected and corrected using the surrogate model approach with BESA software. We employed the Berg and Scherg [26] method of eye artifact correction, which is used to remove artifacts from raw EEG data. The clean data were then exported to MATLAB for further analysis.
In high density EEG system, neighboring electrodes are spatially located close to each other and perhaps the neighboring electrodes can record nearly analogous electrical potential. In addition, to overcome the volume conduction effects and multiple sources, 19 electrodes were selected from 128 electrodes based on the international 10-20 electrode placement system for analysis. All EEG features including power analysis, coherence, phase delay, and asymmetry were computed for 19 EEG electrodes.
Power spectral analysis: Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was applied to EEG data in successive 2-second segments (500 points) with 50% overlapping (250 points) to compute the power spectrums [27] . Delta (0.5-4 Hz), theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-12 Hz), beta (12.5-25 Hz), high beta (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) , and gamma (30-48 Hz) bands were extracted to investigate the correlation with semantic memory retrieval. The relative power spectrum was computed from the absolute power values by taking the ratio for each power band with respect to the total absolute power from 0.5 to 48 Hz. This was done using the following formula:
where P is the power spectrum (delta, theta, alpha, beta, high beta, or gamma) and P Total is the sum of all power spectrums (delta + theta + alpha + beta + high beta + gamma). EEG amplitude asymmetry: The amplitude of EEG activities over homologues areas on different sides of the brain is often unequal (left hemisphere vs. right hemisphere). The difference can be computed as a proportion of the difference in absolute power between the two scalp locations in each band individually. In this study, we computed the EEG amplitude for the LH and RH separately. We calculated EEG amplitude asymmetry using the following formula:
where X and Y are the absolute power recorded from two different electrodes locations. The number of electrodes on each side was 8, so the number of pairs on each side was 28, and the total number of pairs in both hemispheres was 56. EEG coherence and absolute phase delay: We computed EEG coherence and phase for all 171 intrahemispheric and interhemispheric pairwise combinations of electrodes. The number of pairwise combinations of electrodes was determined as:
Where n is the number of electrodes In this analysis, we only computed EEG coherence for correct responses, because coherence was correlated to the recall score. The number of correct answers reflected the recall score. The coherence was defined as:
where |S AB | is the cross-spectrum between the signals A and B, S AA is the auto-spectrum for signal A, and S BB is the auto-spectrum of signal B. We computed the coherence for all pairwise combinations of the 19 channels in all EEG bands, VOLUME 6, 2018
the power spectra for A and B, and then the normalized crossspectrum. During this complex computation, co-spectrum ('r' for real), and quad-spectrum ('q' for imaginary) values were produced, and the coherence was finally computed as:
The phase angle θ AB between two different channels is the proportion of the squad-spectrum to the co-spectrum.
The phase angle was computed in radians and converted to degrees. The absolute phase delay in degrees was computed by taking the square root of the phase angle.
E. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
We used bivariate correlation analysis in SPSS software to test the significant correlations between all EEG features and semantic memory retrieval processes for each frequency band. Correlation describes the linear relationship of two variables by providing correlation coefficients (r value) and statistical significance (p value). The value of 'r' varies from −1 to 1. The sign of r value indicates the direction of relationship, i.e., if both variables tend to increase or decrease together, the r value is positive, else negative. The p-value describes the significance of the relationship. For power analysis (absolute power and relative power), we used 19 channels in the correlation analysis. For coherence and absolute phase delay, we used 171 pairs to check the correlations with semantic memory retrieval, while 56 pairs from the EEG amplitude asymmetry analysis were used to test the correlation with semantic memory retrieval.
III. RESULTS
We used eyes open EEG recordings as a baseline and analyzed the EEG signals recorded in memory recall task. It is observed that the time spent by the participants for answering the 20 MCQs varied, i.e., the length of actual trials recorded in the experiment is not same (see Table 1 for average time spent). Thus, the spectral analyses conducted in this study reflected the averaged values of relative power over length of EEG trials. We conducted a correlation analysis to explore the association between the EEG data and semantic memory retrieval processes. We found a negative correlation between absolute EEG power and semantic retrieval in the delta and theta bands during memory retrieval at frontal sites, and a negative correlation between relative EEG power and semantic retrieval in delta band at frontal sites. We found a positive correlation between relative EEG power and semantic retrieval in high-beta band at frontal sites. Alpha EEG activity was also positively related to semantic retrieval at F3, and negatively correlated at right parietal and temporal sites (P4 and T6). Table 2 summarizes the results of the correlation analysis between EEG and memory retrieval for both absolute power and relative power. The results reported in Table 2 are based on a statistical significance level of p-value <0.05.
In EEG coherence analysis, we found a negative correlation between frontal delta-band EEG coherence and semantic memory retrieval and a positive correlation between gamma-band EEG coherence and semantic memory retrieval. Table 3 shows the electrode pairs and corresponding statistically significant values and correlation coefficients in the delta band. correlations within the left hemisphere between delta-band EEG coherence and semantic memory retrieval in the frontalparietal region. Fig. 2c shows the electrode positions associated with a negative correlation between delta-band EEG coherence and semantic memory retrieval between hemispheres. Table 4 shows the electrode pairs, corresponding correlation coefficients, and significance values for gammaband EEG coherence and memory retrieval, which were found to be positively correlated. Fig. 3 shows the locations of positive correlations between gamma-band EEG coherence and semantic memory retrieval. The correlated electrode locations are widespread across the scalp, including both hemispheres and the anterior and posterior regions of the brain. Fig. 3b shows the locations of positive correlations between gamma-band EEG coherence and semantic memory retrieval within each hemisphere. We found frontal-central, central-occipital, and central-temporal connectivity in the left hemisphere. Further, we found central-parietal, frontal-temporal, central-occipital, and central-temporal connectivity in the right hemisphere. Fig. 3c shows the locations of the positive correlations between gamma-band EEG coherence and sematic memory retrieval between hemispheres. We found left temporal-right parietal and right temporal-left temporal connectivity. Table 5 summarizes the results of the correlation analysis for absolute EEG phase delay and semantic memory retrieval for all frequency bands. The negative and positive columns show the number of electrode pairs that were significantly correlated with semantic memory retrieval. As shown in Table 5 , delta-and alpha-bands showed the highest degree of connectivity (number of connections from a single electrode to other electrodes) in the brain during semantic memory retrieval. Fig. 4 shows the locations of the negative (i.e. the shorter the phase delay the higher the accuracy in memory VOLUME 6, 2018 retrieval) and positive correlations (i.e. the longer the phase delay the higher the retrieval accuracy) between delta-band EEG, alpha phase delay, and semantic memory retrieval (p<0.05). The bar charts in Fig. 4 show the degrees of connectivity between different electrode locations for delta and alpha bands associated with memory retrieval. As seen in the top row of Fig. 4 , which contains negative correlations, delta at F3 and alpha at Fz are most highest involved in connectivity with other brain regions during semantic memory retrieval. Also, the bottom row, which contains positive correlations, shows that the (Fz) in the delta band and (T6, O1) in the alpha band have the highest degrees of connectivity with other brain regions.
To illustrate the results of the EEG asymmetry analysis, Fig. 5 shows the differences between left inter-hemisphere asymmetry and right inter-hemisphere asymmetry, which were correlated with semantic memory retrieval for each frequency band. The left graph shows the negative correlation between EEG in each frequency band and semantic memory retrieval in the left vs. right hemisphere. We found a highly significant correlation between semantic memory retrieval and delta-and theta-band EEG (p<0.05). We also found a high degree of asymmetry in the theta and gamma bands (p<0.05). The right graph shows the positive correlations between EEG in the left vs. right hemisphere and semantic memory retrieval. These correlations were significant in the right hemisphere at the alpha, beta, and high beta bands. We found no significant correlations in the left hemisphere.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this study, we uncovered associations between EEG features, such EEG power and functional connectivity measures (i.e., EEG coherence, EEG absolute phase delay, and EEG amplitude asymmetry) and semantic memory retrieval.
Previous studies have investigated the role of delta-band oscillations (0.5-4 Hz), and revealed that delta decreases during high performance tasks, particularly at the frontal cortex region [28] . Indeed, decreases in delta frequency appear to reflect attention during the performance of a working memory mental task [29] . Moreover, decreases in delta-band EEG activity have been reported during learning [30] . These results support the role of the delta band in working memory, problem solving, integration of information, analytical reasoning, and as a reflection of executive function. Our findings of delta suppression in the frontal region during memory retrieval are in line with these previous studies. Theta-band (4-8 Hz) EEG activity has also been investigated, and found to be most strongly associated with memory performance among different EEG frequency bands. Theta activity plays a critical role during memory retrieval [31] , especially during episodic memory retrieval [32] . EEG theta band in the frontal region seems to be involved in retrieval-related control processes that mediate the activation of specific engramsŕmem-ory traces [33] . In addition, changes in frontal theta are related to the access of stored information in the brain [34] . A functional relationship has been demonstrated between changes in theta band and recognition processes [18] . Moreover, decreased theta frequency in the frontal region reflects mental effort during retrieval or mental calculation [35] . Thus, our observation of decreased frontal theta during the retrieval process is consistent with the previous literature. Changes in the alpha frequency band have been found to reflect retrieval performance [36] . For instance, increases in frontal alpha frequency are associated with increased effort during retrieval tasks [37] . One study reported decreased alpha frequency over the right parietal region during recognition of words and faces in a recognition task. The authors suggested that the decrease in alpha power may reflect reactivation of the sensory features of a memory trace [12] . Thus, our data regarding a decrease in the alpha frequency band over the right parietal region appear to support the previous findings.
Another parameter that we investigated was coherence, which represents the functional connectivity between various brain regions. Neuroimaging studies have reported that central executive processes involve a complex frontoparietal network that engages in functional connectivity during retrieval. In general, central executive processing reflects an interface between working memory and the longterm memory system, with an emphasis on planning and decision-making [38] . Furthermore, a memory retrieval study found that the left prefrontal cortex is engaged with retrieval of semantic information while the right prefrontal cortex is engaged with the retrieval of information from episodic memory [39] . Another study reported that activity in the left frontal region, specifically the left inferior prefrontal lobe, is often correlated with semantic word processing; this modality-independent region is called the left frontal semantic area or the frontal lexical semantic area [40] . Decreased EEG coherence over the frontal and temporal regions reflects the auditory analysis of nouns, while increasing activity over the parietal-occipital region reflects the processing of visual images [41] . Widespread EEG coherence changes have also been detected during mental fatigue induced by a continuous mental arithmetic task [42] . Across the brain, delta-and gamma-band EEG coherence is known to be an important indicator of information processing during different cognitive activities [35] . Negative and positive correlations have also been reported for delta and gamma bands during different types of memory (semantic and episodic) retrieval [8] , [14] . Additionally, decreases in delta-band EEG coherence over the fronto-central and occipital-parietal regions have also been detected during a visual mental task [43] . Our results indicate that delta-band EEG is negatively correlated with semantic memory retrieval over the frontal-parietal and frontal-central regions (see Table 3 ). Table 4 shows that gamma-band EEG is positively correlated with semantic memory in a number of regions across the scalp, including those in both hemispheres. Hence, our results are supported by previous work.
In addition to coherence, we also investigated absolute EEG phase delay. Some studies have investigated the correlation between phase delay and memory tasks. For instance, an investigation of alpha-band EEG phase delay in frontalparietal regions found that the size of the phase delay related to the differential cognitive loads [44] . Additionally, an increase in the absolute alpha phase delay reflected network activity during semantic memory retrieval [45] . Our results suggest that the delta and alpha bands have the highest negative phase delay compared to the other frequency bands. Hence, the results obtained in this study are in agreement with findings from the previous literature.
The last feature that we investigated was EEG amplitude asymmetry. The differences in function between the left and right cerebral hemispheres may have important implications for memory retrieval. Several studies investigated the correlation between memory retrieval and EEG amplitude asymmetry, and found that retrieval tasks more strongly engage the right hemisphere [46] . One of these studies investigated the correlation between theta-, alpha-, and gamma-band EEG asymmetry and visuospatial episodic memory retrieval. The authors found that the retrieval phase was correlated with gamma responses over the right parietal cortex, while alpha and theta were correlated with episodic memory retrieval over the right frontal cortex [22] . Another study reported that the right hemisphere was more involved than the left hemisphere during episodic memory retrieval (recognition task) [44] . Furthermore, higher activation in the right hemisphere occurs during non-verbal material retrieval, whereas the left hemisphere is more strongly activated during the retrieval of verbal material [47] . A different study found that memory retrieval tasks were more frequently associated with right hemisphere activity than left hemisphere activity [48] . Encoding and retrieval may involve similar regions of the brain cortex, depending on the type of stimulus material [48] . Our results indicate that delta and theta have the highest EEG asymmetry and that they are negatively correlated with semantic retrieval. However, alpha, beta, and high-beta were correlated positively with semantic retrieval. Additionally, the right hemisphere was more active than the left hemisphere during the memory recall task. This finding is supported by previous research work.
In this study, we attempted to uncover the association between EEG signals and long-term memory (LTM) retrieval. The observed correlations between EEG features (power, coherence, phase, and asymmetry) and memory retrieval performance clearly demonstrate the associations between memory recollection and EEG in low and high frequency bands. Additionally, our findings offer support for previously reported information about EEG features vs. cognitive processes. In summary, the absolute power of frontal theta and delta has an inverse relationship with semantic memory retrieval; while relative alpha power was positively correlated with activity in frontal regions and negative correlated with activity in temporal and parietal sites during semantic memory retrieval. Relative high-beta power was positively correlated with activity in the frontal lobe during semantic memory retrieval. Our EEG coherence results showed a negative correlation between delta-band EEG coherence and semantic memory retrieval over the frontal regions of the brain, while we found a positive correlation between EEG gamma coherence and semantic memory retrieval over many brain regions, including those in both hemispheres. Moreover, our absolute EEG phase delay results showed a highly significant correlation between delta-band EEG and absolute alpha phase delay with semantic memory retrieval. EEG amplitude asymmetry for theta and gamma frequencies was negatively correlated with semantic memory retrieval, and positively correlated for alpha, beta, and high-beta frequencies with semantic memory retrieval. In addition, the retrieval task engaged the right hemisphere. The regions that we identified to be part of the brain networks during memory recollection may provide a basis for a quantitative EEG-based memory assessment system in the future.
